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Abstract: Although symmetry may be important for understanding the selection of form in art over the historical period, this preference may have originally stemmed from certain basic perceptual mechanism that initially arose during prehistory. The first signs of an awareness to symmetry can be found in the archaeological record with the arrival of Acheulean handaxes, especially those dating from 500,000 years ago onwards, which are typified by a prodigious bilateral symmetry. As handaxes represent the earliest material record of an interest in symmetry by the human lineage, they provide a privileged means of understanding why this kind of form came to be valued by later human groups, particularly in relation to “art”. Although still controversial, the preference for symmetry at such an early date has been linked to various aspects of perception relating to enduring evolutionary factors. In this regard, it will be demonstrated how the preference for symmetrical Acheulean tools arose out of long standing perceptual correlates relating to ecological factors that predated the arrival of hominins.
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1. Introduction

Symmetry has consistently been identified as important to the appreciation of most forms of visual art, which has been confirmed both by research into the psychology of perception and neuropsychology. This propensity may derive from certain enduring factors associated with the way the visual brain processes information that was mediated by adaptive strategies allowing organisms to survive. The question arises as to exactly when symmetry may have become an attribute that was no
longer linked purely to either survival or functional demands. In order to answer this question it is first necessary to understand why symmetry initially became vital to survival, which will form the basis for understanding why such an attribute later became fundamental to both tool-making and creative endeavors.

Acheulean tools, which first began to appear in the archaeological record about 1.6 million years ago following the Oldowan sequence [1], constitute the first instance of imposed symmetry and have been associated with a number of hominin species, some of which were probably ancestral to modern humans. In this respect, the symmetry of Acheulean tools was noted over a hundred years ago and has been the subject of intense research ever since [2,3]. The symmetry of late Acheulean tools from around 500,000 BP (before present) seem, however, to display a greater refinement and sophistication compared to earlier examples [4,5] with the profile of the earlier bifaces being accounted for by purely functional determinants [6]. Interestingly, the larger bifaces seem to reveal a bias toward greater symmetry [7]. It has therefore been suggested that the increased concern for symmetry during the later period can be explained by an intentional concern for symmetry that was detached from the practicalities involved in the shaping process. In which case, this would represent the first occasion when symmetry did not depend solely on the perceptual imperatives of survival or on the practicalities of engaging with materials. As this represents the first evidence of a disinterested concern for symmetry, it provides an important clue as to how symmetry became important to visual culture. Having said this, examples of refined symmetrical handaxes have been found before 500,000 BP but these seem to be a much rarer commodity compared to the later period. Moreover, concern for symmetry seems to center on handaxes rather than other Acheulean tools such as cleavers, which may have initially derived from the constraints associated with sharpening procedures and the particular functional demands associated with handaxes. In what follows, the way in which an interest in symmetry for its own sake first evolved and how this became important to “art” will be addressed.

2. Symmetry Detection in Nonhuman Primates and Humans

Rensch [8] demonstrated that monkeys, raccoons, and birds prefer symmetry to asymmetry and irregularity. This may be related to the fact that symmetry is an enduring aspect of the visual world that has been incorporated into the underlying neural capacities of the brain in terms of capturing the non-accidental properties of the world [9,10]. In this respect, symmetry seems to be a property integral to the natural world [11,12] that, for example, helps promote efficient growth in natural occurring organisms, and also provides a means for the visual brain to offset variability [13,14]. Thus, the preferred response of neurons may have originally derived from the fact that many of the objects that need to be detected are themselves symmetrical [14] and thereby serve as an early warning signal that something of interest may need to be attended to. In addition, most biologically important objects are symmetrical [15,16] and, in this regard, sensitivity to symmetry may have evolved because it is crucial for discriminating living organisms from inanimate objects [17]. The existence of fractals in natural scenes also reflects the widespread existence of symmetry in nature [18]. Symmetry therefore appears to provide a useful means by which the visual world can be encoded for the purpose of efficient recognition [19,20].
The importance of symmetry in this context has been confirmed by neuroimaging studies that show how certain areas of the extrastriate cortex are involved in integrating more basic pattern recognition functions deriving from the early visual cortex (V1 and V2) that are assimilated for more extensive processing in extrastriate areas [21,22]; a finding that has received support and was refined by Sasaki et al. [23] where extrastriate areas V3 V3A, V4, V7, as well as LO, were also implicated in the perception of symmetry (with much stronger activation in V4 and LO). In addition, Sasaki et al found differences between monkeys and humans in the way symmetry is processed in that, although corresponding areas were active in monkeys, this was at a much reduced level (see below for more on this). The authors concluded that sensitivity to symmetry must therefore be crucial to survival e.g., for identifying predators or prey and thus provides evidence of an evolutionary continuity between non-human primates and humans [24,25]. The enhanced sensitivity of humans to symmetry thereby seems to indicate that this is essential for extracting the non-accidental properties of the visual array and is a function that is especially prominent with regard to mirror symmetry [26,27].

The perception of symmetry as an early and rapid means of extracting information from the world also appears to occur automatically at a preattentive level and is unaffected by learning [28-30], which further underpins its importance; a fact that is reinforced by the finding that sensitivity to symmetry appears in infancy [31] and the bias toward symmetry causes particular kinds of misperceptions that remain unbeknown to perceivers [32]. As the participants in such studies remained unaware of the various effects involved, this reinforces the fact that basic perceptual mechanisms associated with implicit processes influence behaviour. Mirror symmetry, especially along the vertical axis, is also perceived more effortlessly and spontaneously than other kinds of symmetry and does not always involve conscious awareness when compared to symmetries that necessitate rotation and translation [16,33]. Having set out the importance of symmetry for perceiving the world in relation to the visual brain, we now need to consider how such findings can help to explain the symmetry of Acheulean tools.

3. Symmetry Detection, Acheulean Handaxes, and the Brain

A typical Acheulean stone handaxe consists of the classic teardrop shape that displays an obvious concern for symmetry (see Figures 1 and 2) with considerable quantities having been found throughout the world, including Africa and the Middle East [34]. Although first appearing around 1.6 million years ago, such tools endured up until approximately 200,000 BP and, in some instance, even later, and therefore represent the longest known “tradition” [1]. The shape of earlier Acheulean tools seem, however, to be less refined than those from about 500,000 BP (although what are termed “occasional” appear before this period [35] (see, for example, Figure 1), when not only was there a greater concern for mirror symmetry but also more complex kinds of symmetries began to appear, such as twisted and broken symmetry [4]. One remarkable feature of this concern was that it continued for a prolonged period over such a vast area, which has led some scholars to suggest that symmetry arose coincidentally from the knapping or resharpening procedure [6,36-38]. A growing consensus nevertheless contends that, with the arrival of more refined handaxes, symmetry became somewhat more detached from functional dictates in that a disinterested or more derived awareness toward
symmetry tended to come to the fore [4,5,39-43]. As will be demonstrated, this consensus is supported by evidence from perceptual theory and brain functioning.

**Figure 1.** Two sides of an Acheulean handaxe from South Africa (ironstone 127 mm × 248 mm) showing the prodigious symmetry—the right hand view incorporates a mirrored Bezier curve to highlight the degree of symmetry. This example represents an “occasional” that predates the symmetrical handaxes which began to appear with greater frequency after 500,000 BP. Dated by association with tooth-plates of the extinct *Elephas Reckii Reckii*, or Reck’s Elephant to approximately 750,000 BP [44].

**Figure 2.** A selection of Elandsfontein handaxes, made of silcrete, quartz porphyry, and quartz dating to between 700,000 to 400,000 BP showing how symmetry was conserved despite the difference types of materials employed [45].

Although Kohn and Mithen [46] have attempted to explain this more disengaged interest by way of sexual selection and mate preference, this has come under increasing criticism on a number of counts [47-50]. The alternative explanation proposes that the symmetry of Acheulean handaxes should be regarded as a by-product of the general perceptual processes as outlined above. Enquist [14,51] for example, has shown that the preference for symmetry may derive from fundamental properties relating to how the visual brain functions that has incorporated the associated affordances into general perceptual mechanisms. The detection of symmetry may also be related to prototypes in that symmetry,
in its broadest sense, is an indication that something remains the same despite change. In this sense, such an analysis of symmetry has significance for understanding Acheulean tools in that, in order to make a tool, one has to remain alert to the fact that, although an object may undergo transformation through rotation, there are crucial aspects of form that remain unchanged [52].

These observations can be linked to how visuo-spatial information is processed by the brain. Although information from early visual cortex is directed towards the superior parietal area (along the dorsal-dorsal pathway) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (along the ventro-dorsal pathway) in both humans and monkeys, the difference seems to reside in the way shape is processed. This is corroborated by the fact that, in macaque IPS, sensitivity to shape seems more concerned with two-dimensional aspects of form than the equivalent area in humans that is more attuned to three-dimensional parameters [53-56]. This finding is reflected in the fact that the processing of shape in this region is more cue invariant in humans i.e., there is a greater capacity to cope with variability in shape profile [53] that seems to have helped facilitate the production of both the first hominin tools during the Oldowan and the later more complex Acheulean tools.

In terms of how the brain exploits such information for producing tools, the factors that initially gave rise to earlier Acheulean bifaces seem initially to have relied on preattentive and implicit processes mediated by the visuo-spatial/motor pathway involving the extrastriate→intraparietal ventro-dorsal stream that underwent enhancement compared to non-human primates. This may have served to scaffold the later more explicit concern for symmetry in that the consciously derived ventral pathway (for explicit visual recognition) was becoming more interconnected with implicit or embodied mechanisms [57]. In this respect, as well as the extrastriate regions already alluded to, evidence suggests that some of the above mentioned areas i.e., V4, V3A and V7, may be linked to the parieto-occipital region through the intraparietal sulcus—which also seems to have undergone enhancement/enlargement in humans—for processing 3D shape from motion for the purpose of manipulating tools [56,58]. Crucially, beyond the early regions of the visual cortex, symmetry has been implicated in the later/higher area of the intraparietal sulcus where 3D shape from motion is processed relating to mental rotation and object constancy [59], which has also been associated with manipulating and attending to tools in connection with the ventro-dorsal stream for processing visuo-spatial/motor information [56,58,60-62].

Stout [63] and associates investigations using brain scans suggest that the making of Oldowan tools by expert rather than novice knappers requires a greater interaction of pathways, involving enhanced visuo-spatial and motor coordinates, that seem to come together in the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) in inferior parietal cortex. Importantly, this interaction would have been increasingly important for the production of the more complex symmetries of late Acheulean bifaces in that such symmetries required a greater involvement of the inferior parietal area. This suggests that, in order to produce the later more refined Acheulean bifaces, further integration of visual information initially arising from the occipital area (which projects to the ventral premotor area initially through the ventro-dorsal pathway) eventually led to interconnections forming between AIP and SMG (see Figure 3). This scenario has recently received support from a study showing how, not only is the intraparietal sulcus involved in simply tool use in humans, but also the aSMG (anterior supramarginal gyrus)—a cortical area that does not seem to exist in non-human primates [64]. It is therefore no coincidence that Stout and associates found that SMG became more active when expert knappers were engaged in making tools.
The ability to produce early to late Acheulean tools may therefore have been contingent on the primitive ventro-dorsal IPS to inferior frontal pathway, which initially formed links with the ventral pathway of the temporal cortex by way of aSMG as Peeters et al. [64] suggest, that later interfaced with fronto-parietal structures as part of the mirror neuron system as illustrated in Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** The implicit “what/how” enhanced dorsal reach-grasp circuit in the human brain as indicated by the red, blue, and yellow dashed lines, which although shared with non-human primates, did not undergo enhancement for dealing with complex visuo-spatial demands in the latter species e.g., 3D shape from motion. The ventral conscious “what” pathway (green dotted lines) is associated with consciously disposed aspects of tool use regarding the ability to use more composite and a greater range of tools for different tasks. The two smaller ellipses show the location of mirror neuron centres that relate to social aspects of learning to make and use tools.

As the ventral premotor cortex in the forward area of the fronto-parietal system has strong reciprocal links with IPL to which the ventro-dorsal pathway (i.e., the where/how stream) converges by way of fronto-parietal connections [65], this has obvious implications in terms of the increased abilities afforded to humans thanks to a fuller interlinking of the various contingencies identified with a greater level of control. As a result of the more complete level of integration of these various pathways, the action affordances arising allowed objects to be manipulated and acted upon with greater effectiveness, as is demonstrated by the distributed neural networks in humans involving the above
cited areas with regard to the planning and execution of actions when using tools [66]. Figure 3 illustrates the extent of the connecting neural tracts in humans. This is further supported by the fact that, in order to be able to use tools beyond which chimpanzees are capable, involving increased ability to shape materials with more structured strategies, skills are required that recruit the fronto-parietal circuit. The inferior parietal area may therefore represent a crucial point where the “what” and “where/how” as well as the mirror system intersect to enable the production and use of more complex tools, including those with greater symmetry, as part of a left lateralized system employing conceptually mediated abilities [66-68]. The interaction of such factors seems to have become particularly prominent during the late Acheulean that eventually led to the ability to intentionally direct the course of innovation in ways that increasingly benefitted those involved [69], which is obvious in the ability to produce more complex handaxes with twisted symmetry and the highly crafted javelin-like 400,000 year old wooden spears from Schoeningen [4,5]. Thus, symmetry as well as being an important lower order perceptual feature for discriminating objects, is also crucial in a more general sense at later processing stages of the brain for achieving object constancy in the face of change—especially when mental rotation is required, which is vital for producing the refined symmetry of later Acheulean tools.

Interestingly, a typical Acheulean handaxe displays mirror symmetry along its foremost axis (see Figure 1) that is manifest in the obvious bilateral symmetry that corresponds to the vertical axis of the mirror symmetry to which the human visual system is particularly attuned. This provides additional evidence that the tendency towards symmetry in the first handaxes was constrained by practical determinants and implicit visuo-spatial/motor attributes relating to the extrastriate→intraparietal ventro-dorsal stream.

4. Perceptual Fluency, Neural Synchrony, and Aesthetics

The foregoing suggests symmetry is fundamental to visual perception and is automatic and was initially mediated by a dedicated neural system in LOG and related structures including the intraparietal sulcus [57]. The evolution of this network meant the Homo erectus was pre-adapted to produce symmetrical tools, which accounts for the relative uniformity in shape over such a long period. It may be this pre-adaptation that formed the basis on which more complex tool morphologies came to be based, especially during the latter part of the Acheulean period and on which a more detached response led to the non-functional features that began to appear with such bifaces [40,70]. Importantly, it has been established that the affordances associated with symmetry can generalize to other situations in that preference and interest in symmetry in contexts other than the determining situation can direct interest as a by-product thereby allowing an “aesthetic” response to occur. The “aesthetic” referred to here, however, is closely aligned to the concept of “perceptual fluency” proposed by Reber [71,72], whereby symmetry not only serves as an important cue for parsing the visual array but also allows objects to be processed with greater speed and efficiency. This also reflects ease of perception for realising successful recognition that is associated with positive affect. The attraction to symmetry was therefore likely to have originally derived from underlying perceptual/recognition processes that were exapted as a by-product of perceptual fluency [73] with sensory exploitation also playing a role [74]. This idea is further encapsulated in the following
statement, “The more fluently the perceiver can process an object, the more positive is his or her aesthetic response” [72]. What is of particular interest here concerns the introduction of the aesthetic component, the significance of which will now be discussed.

Recent studies into how the brain processes information have shown that perceptual fluency is likely to be mediated by attractor neural networks where repeated incoming visual signals are processed more efficiently that result in a streamlining of neural firing rates [75]. This also appears to be related to increased synchronization of the neurons associated with correctly identifying a stimulus [76]. Similarly, it has been demonstrated that exposure to several exemplar dot patterns from a category leads to faster and more fluent visual processing of the associated prototype that is reflected in activation in the posterior occipital cortex [71,77]. Thus, the positive response to fluency that is associated with symmetry may result from the fact that this signifies error-free processing as well as the availability of knowledge for identifying a potential threat [72,78,79] that can give rise to an aesthetic effect due to the increased synchronisation in neuron activity.

The importance of symmetry in relation to aesthetic determinants is underlined by the fact that symmetry is aesthetically pleasing compared to complexity despite certain interactive effects [80]. Such effects show how other dimensions of interest can exert an influence that can give rise to elaborate responses to different kinds of form or pattern, which may serve as the basis for more culturally derived factors [81]. In this regard, patterns perceived as midway between simple to complex tend to be regarded as more aesthetically pleasing according to the previous level of complexity towards which a person has already become accustomed [82-84]. Notwithstanding such interactive effects, empirical research on aesthetics has found that symmetry, when compared to non-symmetrical forms, is particularly robust when aesthetic judgments are made [60,85]. It is also highly significant that, similar to when a stimulus is successful perceived, aesthetic responses also lead to synchronisation and sparse coding of neural networks that resonate in response to the presenting stimulus [86]. Aesthetic responses may therefore be intimately connected to positive affect in the sense that “prototypical stimuli feel familiar, regardless and independent of whether they have been seen before, and this feeling is also associated with positive affect” [87]. It is the connection between the perceptual fluency-positive affect and neural synchrony on the one hand, and symmetry/aesthetic responses on the other that provides a useful link for understanding the standardisation of Acheulean bifaces.

A productive approach to understanding the significance of the shape of Acheulean handaxes would thus be to regard the non-functional aspects of symmetry as a by-product of general perceptual and recognition processes that serve to encode the various regularities of the world. The symmetry of later Acheulean tools may therefore constitute evidence of the beginning of an explicit conscious awareness of an ability to impose form on inert matter [73], and can be regarded as a kind of stimulus generalisation associated with a bias for prototypicality/symmetry where key aspects of form underwent exaggeration and intensification in order to produce what is referred to as a super stimulus. This finding is compatible with the suggestion that averageness/prototypicality, when combined with a preference for symmetry, is closely tied to perceptual correlates, as indicated, that may have given rise to a concern for the non-functional aspects of Acheulean handaxe shape. This also dovetails with Machin’s [88] view that Acheulean bifaces were not solely based on practical demands in that they
suggest an “aesthetic” interest, which may also be related to social display [89] that could have served as a basis for boundary marking activities [90,91].

The non-functional symmetry of Acheulean bifaces could thereby have initially been based on a bias of the human perceptual system for perceiving symmetrical/prototypical objects as part of a more consciously disposed creative engagement with the world. Crucially, not only has symmetry perception been linked to the intraparietal sulcus as part of the visuo-spatial/motor pathway, but has also been implicated in aesthetic judgements that, in turn, have been associated with the social abilities of the more forward areas of the brain in the sense that the aesthetic activity observed in the intraparietal area was found to overlap with both the appreciation of symmetry and social criteria [60,92]. This finding suggests that aesthetic awareness engages social abilities by way of the intraparietal sulcus and thus provides further confirmation that the exacting symmetry of later Acheulean handaxes was most likely linked to a proto-aesthetic sense. Additional evidence as to the existence of such an ability is to be found in the fact that some handaxes are obviously too large to be of any practical use, e.g., the Furze Platt biface (see Figure 4) and similar overly large handaxes that display a high degree of symmetry [93-95], which is related to the concept of a super stimulus as cited above.

Figure 4. The Furze Platt handaxe from Maidenhead, England, ca. 300,000 BP. This handaxe is 39.5 cm in length weighing 7.5 pounds and is regarded as too large and heavy to be of any practical use yet displays a prodigious symmetry [96].

Although such an interest in symmetry may constitute evidence of an incipient aesthetic sense [40,57,73], this may also be linked to quasi-ritualistic tendencies [49]. In this respect, Radomsky
and Rachman [97] have proposed that, “It is suggested that compulsive ordering and a drive for symmetry are extreme manifestations of the common preference for order and symmetry”. The preference for symmetry is therefore thought to derive from the need to avoid disorder and uncertainty in a striving towards reassurance that is probably mediated by genetic and neuropsychological processes [97-100]. This tendency also seems to be intimately related to positive affect/perceptual fluency and, to some extent, can account for the apparent overproduction and random discard of many unused Acheulean handaxes.

These insights suggest that perhaps as early as 500,000 BP, our early ancestors were already becoming engaged with and consciously disposed towards symmetry. In this sense, instead of simply being an outcome of functional considerations and implicit perceptual processes, symmetry became a source of disengaged interest whereby previous constraints were exapted for purposes other than originally intended. In other words, symmetry began to serve as a focus for social and/or aesthetic concerns. The question of why symmetry became so important in relation to handaxes rather than other Acheulean tools, such as cleavers, can be answered by proposing that the functional demands relating to the making of handaxes as bifaces would have been more apparent to the makers concerned. This is because handaxes tend to be more bifacially worked whereas cleavers (see Figure 5) were also produced employing unifacial knapping procedures, which suggests handaxes would have undergone rotation more often than cleavers and would, therefore, have facilitated a greater awareness of symmetry. The outline contour of handaxes is also less complex than for cleavers that would have also allowed symmetry to be more easily defined.

**Figure 5.** Example of an Acheulean Cleaver [101].

5. Implications of Symmetry for Understanding Visual Culture

Tyler [21,22] notes that the artificial environment constructed by humans is full of symmetry that also extends to visual art. As stipulated, the beginning of the tendency towards manipulating the environment in this way seems to have begun with later Acheulean handaxes in the increasing engagement with symmetry as an end in itself. Following the Acheulean period, however, tools
became even more sophisticated in that a greater range of tools for specific tasks as well as composite implements began to appear in the archaeological record that eventually led to tools with obvious decorative elements. The makers of later symmetrical Acheulean handaxes, although not fully aware of the significance of symmetry, were at least sufficiently alert to begin to respond to its attributes in a way that did not completely rely on preattentive processes. This indicates that the symmetry of Acheulean tools was first exploited on a purely practical/functional level after which a non-functional interest became apparent that arose out of the demands of the perceptual system as embodied in the early visual cortex. The fact that the first glimmerings of an “aesthetic” concern occurred at least 500,000 BP in a species that was not fully modern (either late Homo erectus or Homo heidelbergensis) suggests that the aesthetic sensibility of modern humans has extremely ancient beginnings. This propensity, however, was based on a predetermined sensory bias that engendered feelings of pleasure [102] that eventually led to what Dissanyake [103,104] has termed “making special” or “artification”, and is a conclusion that supports the long held belief of Oakley [105] and others [106] that some Acheulean tools were concerned with more than just functional considerations.

6. Conclusions

Acheulean tools represent the first occasion when symmetry became detached from adaptive perceptual constraints or functional determinants. This augmented interest seems to have evolved as a by-product of enduring perceptual mechanisms for the detection of important forms in that such symmetry came to transcend practical concerns. Such interest appears to have derived from an assimilation of the implicit visuo-spatial/motor ventro-dorsal pathway with the more consciously derived ventral pathway for processing visual information. More generally, the increased interconnectedness and density of the neural tracts of the evolving human brain may also have been involved, as this served to improve both the rate and amount of cross-referencing that could take place between various parts of the cortex. The procedure whereby symmetry came to transcend functional constraints can thus be summarized as follows: (1) Positive affect deriving from the incidental production of symmetrical handaxes resulting in perceptual fluency that led to, (2) increased synchronization in neural responses that gave rise to, (3) sensory exploitation of symmetry that engendered, (4) a rudimentary aesthetic sense that was, (5) integrated into social signaling. The very beginning of visual culture, which formed the basis for much later “art”, therefore appears to have deep roots, and began with an interest in symmetry that went beyond mere functional considerations as is testified by the detached concern for the shape of Acheulean handaxes.
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